
Myths about virtual events: Busted! 

 

As virtual events continue to be a part of event programming strategies and audience 

engagement, even in 2022, there are still a lot of companies that hold certain 

misconceptions. While more innovative brands are taking full advantage of virtual events to 

build stronger connections with their audiences.  

 

This blog is about breaking some common myths and misconceptions around virtual events! 

Without much ado, let's get started. 

Myth 1: No One Attends Virtual Events 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic showed people a new way to host events and helped people 

realise the benefits of virtual events! The count of virtual events has increased since 2020. 

Close to 50% of event marketers as reported by Statista, are hosting around 20-30 virtual 

events since May 2020, and approximately 20% reported hosting over 30 virtual events. 

That is phenomenal.  

 

Moreover, many events have reported higher attendance than any previous physical events.  

Attendees and exhibitors see the advantages they derive from their presence at a virtual 

event. Participants have access to an extensive knowledge base from the convenience of 

their houses.  

 

They can attend virtual events from anywhere in the world. They can even network with 

anyone, anywhere, from their home, elevate their presence, and seize business 

opportunities.  

 

Myth 2: Engagement is Limited in a Virtual Environment 
 

There are many innovative ways to engage your audience at a virtual event and increase 

engagement. Listed below are a few:  

● Live Q&A sessions with interactive webinars  

● Live chat tools (audio, video, and text chat) 

● One on one conversations and group video chats  

● Breakout sessions in Zoom  

● Polls and surveys  

 

Along with these mind-blowing networking opportunities, an added benefit is tracking your 

attendees at each touchpoint. You have the control to view the time the attendees joined, 

when they left, and even where they stayed the most. The power to track attendees' 

journeys gives you insights into their behaviour.  

 

This immensely valuable data that is available to you helps create future marketing 

strategies.   

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1202058/marketers-number-virtual-events/


 

MYTH 3: Virtual Event is a Lot of Work 
 

Planning a virtual event indeed involves a lot of work that is not engaged in an in-person 

event. But the reverse is true: Virtual events do not require as much work as in-person 

events. For example, you'll need to hire a venue, vendors, and labour and arrange 

accommodation and transport partners at a physical event. None of that is required for an 

event virtually because attendees will not be heading to a live venue. 

 

It's more apt to say that the amount of work needed is similar. The virtual event focuses on 

different aspects or areas compared to physical events. For instance, instead of booking a 

venue or hiring a service provider, you'll work with a virtual online platform to host the 

summit. The best idea is to opt for an all-in-one immersive virtual events platform, and an 

event planning company will simplify that work. 

 

MYTH 4: You cant monetise Online Events 
 

Online advertising is so universal and so lucrative that its existence is essentially what 

makes the internet possible. It can be challenging to monetise virtual events if you've been 

used to operating in the live event industry—whether attending them or running them. But 

the online environment, again, is perfect for this purpose. 

 

The keys to monetising a virtual event are being creative and thorough. There are lots of 

online spaces to display advertising. And that means you have a lot to offer to the exhibitors 

and sponsors who have enrolled in your event. Some of the options include: 

 

● Online banner ads and splash screens 

● Preferred ad placement for sponsors on the event. Ex: website, in your event app, 

and on the event platform 

● Sponsorship messaging between sessions 

● Mentions in event-related email blasts 

● Networking spaces with sponsored advertising 

● Advertising messages on registration screens 

● Virtual exhibits for exhibitors and sponsors 

● Advertising in the virtual lobby or virtual event space 

● Sponsored prizes and giveaways 

● Sponsored speakers and presenters 

  

EVERHOST for a successful virtual experience 
 

Many companies don't realise that you already have the essential expertise to virtually 

respond to your audience's needs. You need the right partners who can take on the tech, 

storytelling, and engagement programming to bring your message to the virtual world. 

 

Virtual events don't have to be intimidating. They're just misunderstood. Let us provide 

reassurance and give you the confidence to execute a virtual event. Call Everhost to learn 



more about virtual event planning. Our experts will help you successfully focus your 

message, unique point of view, and audience knowledge to create an impactful virtual event. 

  

 


